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Introduction and Purpose 
 

Introduction 
With current efforts in the region to consolidate water service to realize operational 
efficiencies, water resource efficiencies, and streamline planning and service delivery, the 
functional and financial relationships of Washoe County Department of Water Resources 
(DWR) and South Truckee Meadows General Improvement District (STMGID) need to be 
understood.  HEC was retained to assist with two related tasks: 
 

1. To gain an understanding of the historical relationship of the two water providers and 
current operations of the South Truckee Meadows water systems. 
 

2. Determine whether the current cost allocation methodology is reflective of the services 
that DWR provides to STMGID. 

  
This memorandum provides an independent perspective of these tasks, and is organized as 
follows: 

 Purpose of the analysis, 

 Major Findings, 

 Discussion of functional and financial analyses, and 

 Conclusions. 
 
Support tables for the financial analysis are provided in Attachment A. 
 

Purpose 
This memorandum has been prepared to describe the historical and current relationships of 
water service between DWR and the STMGID, and the cost of service to both County and 
STMGID water customers.  The analysis presented herein specifically addresses the County’s 
costs of operating STMGID based on present day water infrastructure and operations.   The 
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analysis does not examine water resources in the South Truckee Meadows, including source 
supply, quality, or ownership of water rights.   
 
At the crux of the analysis is whether STMGID customers have enjoyed relatively low water 
rates compared to neighboring County water customers; and if they have, why.  Washoe 
County has operated STMGID facilities since STMGID was formed in 1981 informally and since 
1990 formally through the Interlocal Agreement for Operation and Maintenance of Water 
Facilities; however, the data for the analysis includes the time period fiscal years ending 2001 
through 2010 since the greatest period of growth and change has occurred during this 
timeframe.  Most particularly, the financial analysis focuses on the latter period of time from 
2006 when the Interlocal Agreement for the Division of Water Service Areas between STMGID 
and Washoe County was approved.  
 

Major Findings 
This analysis makes five major findings: 
 

1. STMGID and the County are not separate water systems.  
 

2. The current interlocal agreement for operations and maintenance, including the 
Division of Water Service Areas agreement, is not compatible with a government 
business operations model.   

 
3. STMGID customer rates do not reflect the true cost of STMGID operations.  STMGID 

rates would be higher, and County water rates lower if: 
a. Existing sections of the Division of Water Service Areas agreement were executed, 

and /or 
b. The operating cost allocation methodology was revised to be more compatible and 

reflective of the functional relationship between DWR and STMGID. 
 

4. The cumulative subsidization of STMGID by Washoe County ratepayers since 2006 is 
estimated to be bracketed in the range of $1.3 million to $2.9 million using the model 
developed for the financial analysis. 
 

5. STMGID per customer operating costs are estimated to increase the most under 
private contractor operations.  Under this scenario, per customer costs (not necessarily 
rates) are estimated to be similar for STMGID and the County. 

 
The first two major findings are supported by a review of STMGID Local Managing Board (LMB) 
minutes and agendas, and interviews with DWR staff documented in the Functional 
Relationships section of this memorandum’s Discussion.  The other findings are supported by 
modeling documented in the Financial Analysis section of this memorandum’s Discussion. 
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Functional Relationships - Findings 1 and 2 
STMGID and County water systems in the South Truckee Meadows cannot operate 

independently of one another.  Map 1 illustrates 
that many STMGID parcels are partially served 
County water, and many County parcels are 
served STMGID water.     
 

 

 

Map 1 
 
There are both resource interdependencies and infrastructure interdependencies.  In addition 
to having water rights on each other system’s wells (not addressed directly in this 
memorandum since this is a resource rather than an operational issue), STMGID takes water 
from the County system to supplement demands on the West, and the County receives water 
from STMGID as repayment on the East.  As currently configured, both water systems would 
not be able to meet demands of their own customers without access to the facilities and water 
supply of the other water system.  These interdependencies stem from the historical 
relationship between the County and STMGID, location of good quality water resources, and 
growth patterns of each water provider’s service territory. 
 

Finding 1: STMGID is not a 
separate water system 
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 A very preliminary estimate of costs to separate the systems indicates that at least $4.5 million 
in costs would be incurred to separate the systems.  Even with such separation, it is likely that 
STMGID would need to augment water supplies from another water provider to meet 
customer demands.  
 
The interlocal agreement is not compatible with the historical functional relationship between 
the County and STMGID.  The interlocal agreement has been drafted to reflect operations of 

separate systems; however, system operations 
are integrated.  One example of this is that 
productive man-hours are the primary driver of 
cost allocation currently; this assumes that 
personnel regularly accurately record their time 
spent on STMGID work efforts, yet STMGID has 
been viewed and operated by County staff as 
part of an integrated County water system in the 

South Truckee Meadows.   Operations staff have most likely recorded their time accurately; for 
administrative staff, given that it is often hard for staff to distinguish whether they are working 
on a STMGID-specific item or a general South Truckee Meadows systems item, it is doubtful 
that time and effort have always been recorded accurately.   Other examples of costs that have 
not been fully allocated to STMGID include, but are not limited to: 
 

 Access to 24-hour operations services provided by County personnel that have not 
historically been fully allocated to STMGID, (i.e., standby cost for the on call utility 
staff) 

 South Truckee Meadows Water Facility Plan Updates, 

 Cost of metering facilities between County and STMGID systems, 

 Washoe County domestic well mitigation (as a result of STMGID dependency on the 
County on the West side)1, 

 The cost of drawing County water on the West side for peak demand due to STMGID 
system deficiencies, and 

 Legal and risk management services2 . 
 
In addition to the operating costs allocation, provisions in the interlocal agreements to charge 
each other for facilities use and exchanged water have never been executed because the 
methodology does not fit the functional relationship that STMGID enjoys with the County.  
These provisions have been discussed in some detail, but not implemented because of the way 
in which the two systems have been planned for, integrated and accepted by the two agencies 
for resource and operational purposes.  As documented in the 2003 South Truckee Meadows 
Facility Plan, water in the South Truckee Meadows has always been viewed as a pooled 
resource to be distributed amongst users in the most cost-efficient manner for all customers, 
regardless of water provider jurisdiction. 
 

                                            
1
 Domestic well mitigation cost share is currently under discussion. 

2
 This analysis addresses the time period June 2001 through 2010.  Effective July 2010 a new cost allocation 

methodology was determined for legal and risk management cost share. 

Finding 2: The interlocal 
agreement for operations is not 
compatible with a government 
business operations model 
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STMGID has reimbursed the County for operating costs as if it was a more separated system 
but it has received services as if it were a County water system.  A spectrum of potential 
operating scenarios and associated cost allocations is illustrated in Chart 1 below. The 
spectrum ranges from full costs charged by a private contractor, assuming STMGID is a fully 
separated system, to cost allocation as if STMGID were another County water system paying 
for an equal share of combined County and STMGID water operating costs.   
 

 

 
 

Chart 1 
 
 
Financial Analysis - Findings 3, 4 and 5 
The analysis finds that County water rates and STMGID rates were similar between 2000 and 
2003.  For a typical residential customer winter water bills were similar between 2003 and 
2005 but County water customers paid higher bills during the summer.  Since 2006 County 
customers have paid consistently higher water bills.  Difference in bills, which excludes pass-
through charges to other agencies3, is depicted in charts 2a and 2b on the following page.   
 
In fiscal year 2010 a typical STMGID customer paid 66% of a County summer water bill, and 
70% of a County winter water bill. 

                                            
3 Pass-through charges include regional water management fees and Central Truckee Meadows Remediation 
District (CTMRD) parcel charges, the latter of which is billed with property taxes rather than water bills.  None of 
these charges are reflected in either operating costs or revenue requirements for water utility service.   
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Chart 2a 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Chart 2b 
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The difference in customer bills is explained by the revenue requirement for the base scenario, 
which includes the actual fiscal year 2010 allocation of operating costs to STMGID.  Revenue 
requirement is the basis for setting rates, and the largest component of revenue requirement 
is operating expense.  Revenue requirement is total revenue that must be raised by existing 
customers net of other revenue sources such as interest income, delinquent payment charges, 
and facilities rental.   
 
Using fiscal year 2010, Table A shows the approximate composition of revenue requirement 
for the County and STMGID in total and on a per customer basis.  Per customer revenue 
requirement is a reasonable proxy for rates used in this analysis because both water systems 
are almost exclusively residential.  On a per customer basis, County customer revenue 
requirement was $764 in fiscal year 2010, and STMGID customer revenue requirement $537.    
The major differences in composition of revenue requirement for the two utilities are: 
 

 Operating costs per customer, 

 STMGID has no debt, 

 Due to high cash balance, STMGID earns greater investment income on a per customer 
basis. 

 STMGID funds 100% of depreciation for system rehabilitation.  The County funded 
approximately 40% in 2010 in their Board-approved rate model. 

 
Chart 3 below illustrates the revenue requirement difference for fiscal year 2010 under the 
base scenario (the current operating agreement).  The chart shows operating costs depicted in 
blue paid by rates.  For the County this was calculated as total operating costs of $653 less 
$150 non-rate revenue per customer.  For STMGID this was calculated as total operating costs 
of $400 less $100 non-rate revenue per customer. 
 

 
Chart 3 
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Rates

Number of Customers

Annual Operating Costs

Operating Expenses $12,029,000 $653 $1,480,000 $399

Non-operating Expenses $636,000 $35 $0 $0

System Rehabilitation $2,809,000 $153 $882,000 $238

Debt Related $1,008,000 $55 $0 $0

Bond Reserve, Long Term Debt and Other $363,000 $20 $0 $0

Annual Operating Fund Costs $16,845,000 $915 $2,362,000 $637

Credits

Golden Valley ($118,000) ($6) n.a. n.a. 

STMGID ($1,583,000) ($86) n.a. n.a. 

Investment Income ($258,000) ($14) ($266,000) ($72)

Other Non-rate revenue ($812,000) ($44) ($103,000) ($28)

Subtotal Credits ($2,771,000) ($150) ($369,000) ($100)

Total Revenue Requirement $14,074,000 $764 $1,993,000 $537

STMGID as a percentage of County 70%

Source: HEC. "comp cust"

[1] Rates  were set based on projected costs  and revenues .  This  table includes  actual  financia l  data  and
     BCC approved system rehabi l i tation expenditures  therefore the ratio of STMGID rates  to County water 
     rates  i s  not exactly the same as  in the rate model ; however, they are very close.

18,413    3,708    

Fiscal Year 2010 [1]

County STMGID

 
 

Table A 
 
 

STMGID customers have enjoyed lower rates because of cost savings with the current cost 
allocation methodology; they have also not paid for wheeling facilities, or for the exchange of 

water between parties with differing rates for 
peak and off-peak seasons, both of which are 
provisions included in the Division of Water 
Service Areas interlocal agreement.  Inclusion of 
the calculation and application of these sections 
of the agreement would have increased the total 
operating costs of STMGID.  

 
Financial modeling was conducted for each of the cost allocation methodologies depicted in 
Chart 1 to determine how operating costs would differ under each allocation methodology.   
 
 
 

Finding 3: STMGID customer rates 
do not reflect the true cost of 
STMGID operations 
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Each of the scenarios is summarized below. 
 
 
Methodology Scenario Description 

   
Current Allocation Base Current allocation 

 Base (1) Base scenario with adjustments * 
   
County System A 

 
STMGID customers pay equal per-customer 
operating costs of combined County / STMGID 
water systems 

   
Economic Allocation B Economic cost allocation of general overhead plus 

direct charges 
 B (1) Scenario B with adjustments * 
   
Private Operator C Separated STMGID system operated by 3rd party 

 
 

*Additional costs for wheeling facilities charges and exchanged water charges. 

 
 
Chart 4 shows the results of the modeling with increased operating costs allocated to STMGID 
under each alternative scenario.  

 

 

 

Chart 4 
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Table B demonstrates the summary impact to the operating costs portion of revenue 
requirement on a per customer basis for each 
scenario.  Under all alternative financial 
scenarios, STMGID customer rates would be 
higher, and County water rates would be lower 
for fiscal year 2010.   
 

Description Scenario Total Difference Total Difference Total Difference

Current Allocation Base $1,480,000 $561 $399

Base (1) $1,652,000 $172,000 $557 ($4) $446 $46

STMGID as a County System Scenario A $1,997,000 $517,000 $538 ($22) $538 $139

Economic Allocation Scenario B $1,700,000 $220,000 $555 ($6) $458 $59

Scenario B (1) $2,022,000 $542,000 $537 ($24) $545 $146

Private Operator Scenario C $2,077,000 $597,000 $555 ($6) $560 $161

STMGID Allocated or 

Estimated Cost

Annual Cost per Customer

County STMGID

 

   

Table B 
 
The difference in annual operating costs per customer under each scenario of cost allocation 
for County customers and STMGID customers in fiscal year 2010 is shown in Chart 5.   
 

 
Chart 5 

Finding 4: County water 
customers have subsidized STMGID 
water customers 
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Table C summarizes preliminary estimates of the range of costs under-allocated to STMGID.  
By allocating operating costs using the Base (1) and A scenarios to bracket the potential under-
allocation of operating costs, it is estimated that County water ratepayers have subsidized 
STMGID water ratepayers between $1.3 million and $2.9 million cumulatively since 2006.  Note 
that the base scenario with adjustments (base (1)) does not include STMGID compensation for 
Washoe County domestic well mitigation on the West side.  The economic cost allocation has 
not been computed at this stage since it requires extensive additional financial modeling for 
each year.  The economic cost allocation with adjustments (base (1)) could increase the 
cumulative underpayment. 
 
 

Description Scenario 2006 2007 2008 2009 2010 Total

[1]

Historic Total Base $1,129,000 $1,244,000 $1,398,000 $1,319,000 $1,480,000 $6,570,000

Historic Total with Adjustments Base (1) $1,431,000 $1,601,000 $1,617,000 $1,592,000 $1,652,000 $7,893,000

Total as a County System A $1,620,000 $1,785,000 $2,147,000 $1,928,000 $1,997,000 $9,477,000

Base Scenario With Adjustments Base (1) $302,000 $357,000 $219,000 $273,000 $172,000 $1,323,000

Amount due per County Customer $19 $21 $12 $15 $9

STMGID as a County System A $491,000 $541,000 $749,000 $609,000 $517,000 $2,907,000

Amount due per County Customer $31 $32 $43 $34 $28

[1] Economic Cost Al location with adjustments  could show cumulative underpayment greater than $2.9 mi l l ion.  

STMGID Allocated Operating Costs

Estimated Under-allocation (payments due to County)

 
Table C 

 
 

Chart 6 on the following page illustrates the operating cost per STMGID and County customer 
under each scenario.  The chart shows that using estimates of operating costs for a private 
operator of STMGID’s system (Scenario C developed and discussed under the ‘Financial 

Analysis’ section of this memorandum): 
 

(a) STMGID operating costs would increase 
the most of the scenarios modeled, and 

 
(b)  Per customer operating costs would be 

similar for STMGID and the County.   
 
Similar operating cost does not necessarily mean that rates would be similar since operating 
cost is only one component of rates.  Other costs affecting rates are level of system 
rehabilitation funding, debt service, reserve funds, and miscellaneous other non-operating 
costs. 
 
 

Finding 5:  STMGID per customer 
operating costs are estimated to 
increase the most under Scenario C 

(private contractor operations).  
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Chart 6 
 

Discussion 
 
Functional Relationship – Historical and Current Perspective4 
The STMGID was created to finance the acquisition of a failing private water system in the 
Virginia Foothills, and to construct the facilities necessary to provide an adequate safe drinking 
water supply to the residents of the area.  When the Trans Sierra Water system was found in 
non-compliance with the water quality arsenic standard in 1978, and subsequently failed to 
come into compliance, residents sought assistance from the County.  As with many other failed 
private water systems in Nevada, a general improvement district was favored so that only 
those properties receiving benefit from the water system improvements (i.e. those properties 
serviced by Trans Sierra) would pay for them. 
 
In 1981 STMGID was formed and subsequently financed, through sale of general obligation 
bond, the acquisition of Trans Sierra as well as new wells to the west of Virginia Street and 
supporting transmission and storage facilities to deliver good quality water.  The advantages of 
G.O. bond financing was that as the GID grew the debt service would be spread among more 
properties, reducing annual debt service to each parcel, and, as a component of property tax, 
the cost could be written off with homeownership.   

                                            
4
 Source: DWR paper “General History of the Formation of the South Truckee Meadows General Improvement District”, 

and minutes and agendas of the local managing board since 2000. 
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Although the Trans Sierra water system had developed a plan to resolve the arsenic problem 
by treating its groundwater supply, concurrent planning by the County indicated that better 
quality water to the west would provide a better source of supply5.  The facilities developed 
west of Virginia Street were not originally in STMGID’s service territory (they were annexed in) 
and the original agreement for land purchase and easements was with the County.  The water 
system improvements were completed in June 1987. The general obligation bonds were paid 
off November 2003. 
 
From the birth of STMGID to present day, planning of water resources and facilities for the 
County and STMGID water systems has been conducted by DWR staff with review by the LMB, 
and ultimate direction from the Board of County Commissioners (BCC), acting as STMGID’s 
Board of Trustees.  The 1990 Interlocal Agreement for Operations and Maintenance of Water 
Facilities formalized this functional relationship and established a cost allocation method for 
STMGID to pay the County for costs associated with planning for and operating the STMGID 
water system. 
 
Recognizing large-scale development plans were in the pipeline for the South Truckee 
Meadows, the County, TMWA (then Sierra Pacific), and the Regional Water Planning 
Commission undertook extensive planning efforts between 2000 and 2002.  Will serves for 
large new developments (“Redfield” and “Monte Rosa” on the West side), and wheeling 
agreements (“Mountaingate” and “Caramella / G. Curti Ranch” on the East side) were 
approved contingent on interlocal agreements between the County and STMGID that specified 
resource allocations and/or facilities charges for use of wheeling water through one system to 
another.    
 
As a result of continued planning efforts to stay abreast of fast-paced development and 
projections of demand in the South Truckee Meadows, STMGID desired to limit its service 
territory.  Formalized in the 2006 Interlocal Agreement for the Division of Water Service Areas, 
Recital 2.7 clearly states “STMGID desires to limit its service territory to the geographical 
boundaries as provided in this Agreement, without any further inclusion or annexation of new 
territory outside such geographical boundaries.”  The primary reason for STMGID to limit its 
territory was to avoid taking surface water supplies from TMWA (and thereby triggering 
Central Truckee Meadows Remediation District (CTMRD) fees to parcels within STMGID’s 
service territory).  Concerns that parcels de-annexed to the County would receive wholesale 
water, and that this wholesale water would be wheeled through STMGID facilities may trigger 
CTMRD fees, were allayed by an opinion from the District Attorney that such fees would not be 
applicable to STMGID customers. 
 
Minutes of the LMB meetings since 2000 indicate that since the G.O. bonds were paid off in 
2003 there has been substantial discussion regarding asset ownership, controlling authority, 
and consolidation.   

                                            
5
 The presence of boron in the Trans Sierra wells was problematic as there was no treatment process for boron 

removal. 
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Information prepared by the District Attorney’s office in 19936 and 20047 reach the following 
conclusions: 
 

 STMGID itself, as an entity, holds title to or the beneficial use of all its assets, not its 
ratepayers (i.e., STMGID is not a co-operative where the rate-payers are, in effect, 
individual shareholders to whom a share of STMGID’s assets belong). 
 

 Regionalization of water systems would be frustrated, not aided, by creating a new 
autonomous water utility in the form of a GID over which the County had no control. 
 

 If STMGID water customers become County water customers by dissolution of STMGID, 
or are otherwise merged with another governmental unit, the water customers would 
not be entitled to any compensation, rebate, or refund8. 

 

 STMGID holds legal title only to the original Trans-Sierra owned block of groundwater 
rights.  Legal title to the remainder of water rights is held by Washoe County. 

 
The hiring of a General Manager was discussed, but no action taken.  The possibility of allowing 
the STMGID LMB to serve as its own board of trustees and/ or have greater independence 
from the BCC was discussed, but no action taken.  The possibility of using a new operations and 
management company for STMGID was also discussed in 2008 but no action taken. 
 
In 2005 the procedure for billing of exchanged water was discussed.  The LMB recommended a 
procedure to bill the same unit price per thousand gallons for water going in either direction, 

                                            
6
 Memorandum prepared by George C. Campbell, Deputy District Attorney, March 22, 1993. 

7
 Memorandum prepared by John B. Rhodes, Deputy District Attorney, November 29, 2004. 

8
 NRS 318.510: Surrender and transfer of property and money; collection and disposition of taxes and special 

assessments. 
      1.  All property and all funds remaining in the treasury of any district must be: 
      (a) Surrendered and transferred to the county in which the district exists and become a part of the general fund of 
the county, if the district is dissolved; 
      (b) Transferred to the governmental unit which assumes its obligations and functions, if the district is merged; or 
      (c) Transferred to the consolidated governmental unit, if the district is consolidated. 
      2.  All outstanding and unpaid tax sales and levies and all special assessment liens of a dissolved district are valid and 
remain a lien against the property against which they are assessed or levied until paid, subject to the limitations of liens 
provided by general law. Taxes and special assessments paid after dissolution must be placed in the general fund of the 
county in which the property was assessed. 
      3.  Except as otherwise provided in NRS 318.508, the board of county commissioners has the same power to enforce 
the collection of all special assessments and outstanding tax sales of the district as the district had if it had not been 
dissolved, merged or consolidated. 
      4.  If any area comprising the district or portion thereof is annexed to a city or town within 6 months from the 
effective date of the dissolution ordinance, a pro rata share of all such property and funds must be transferred to the 
municipality. 
      5.  If any area comprising the district or portion thereof is not annexed to a city or town within 6 months from the 
effective date of the dissolution ordinance, the board of county commissioners shall pay to the owners of property 
located within the former district pro rata shares of the money remaining in the treasury of the district, and an amount 
of money equal to the value of any property which is not used for the benefit of the area formerly comprising the 
district. The board of county commissioners may, before paying such money, apply a proportionate amount of such 
payment to any special assessments which are due. 
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but no action was taken.  With the 2006 Interlocal Agreement for the Division of Water Service 
Areas executed, provisions for payment were expressly stated.  By August 2008 the “water 
balance” which calculates water consumed by each party showed substantially more of the 
County’s water had been consumed by STMGID water customers than vice versa.  It was 
determined that the net water balance should be trued up at the end of the calendar year 
rather than the end of the fiscal year.  Since this decision was made the two systems have 
continued to repay each other with water rather than cash, keeping the net water balance zero 
by the end of the calendar year.  There has been no assessment of the fiscal impact of this 
decision.  In addition, the parties have not charged each other for use of wheeling facilities, 
although this is also provided for in the 2006 Interlocal Agreement for the Division of Water 
Service Areas.  More discussion regarding these two provisions for payments (together 
referred to as ‘Adjustments’ throughout this memorandum), and their potential impacts to 
both County and STMGID customer costs, is included in the following ‘Financial Analysis’ 
section. 
 

 

 

Financial Analysis 
STMGID currently serves approximately 3,700 customers, an increase of about 800 customers 
since 2001.  The County currently serves approximately 18,700 customers, excluding STMGID.  
The County’s customer base has doubled from 8,900 in 2001.  In 2001, STMGID customers 
represented 24.6% of County and STMGID water customers combined; by 2011 that 
percentage has decreased to 16.6%.  Water consumption has declined from around 21.6% to 
16.7% of the total water consumption through the same time period.  Both the County and 
STMGID have an almost exclusively residential customer base. 
 
STMGID and County water customers paid about the same for water service in 2001 and 2002.  
With changes to rate schedules in 2003, County customer bills increased above STMGID bills, 
most particularly during the summer months.   Subsequent rate schedule changes have 
increased the gap between County and STMGID customer bills, and the gap continues to widen 
as approved County water rate increases come into effect.  Since 2008, STMGID customers 
have been paying 65% to 75% of County bills for the same amount of water. 
 
Currently STMGID customers pay the lowest water bills in the region.  Including pass-through 
charges to other agencies9, a typical STMGID customer pays about 64% of a typical County 
water bill during the winter months, and 63% during the summer months.  Comparison with 
Sun Valley GID, Truckee Meadows Water Authority (TMWA) and the County is shown in Tables 
6 and 7.  Customer base and rate schedule information is presented in Tables 1 through 8 
attached. 
 
As a component unit of Washoe County, STMGID financial records are provided for separately.   
By examining STMGID Comprehensive Annual Financial Reports since fiscal year ending 2001, a 
picture of STMGID’s financial health is demonstrated.  Operating revenues have increased from 
$1.48 million in 2001 to $2.39 million in 2010.  Operating expenses have increased from $1.49 

                                            
9
 Includes the right-of-way toll (TMWA bills) and the regional water management fee (all bills).  CTMRD parcel charges 

are also included although these charges are not collected with water bills. 
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million to $2.37 million over the same period.  Including non-operating revenues and expenses, 
STMGID’s net assets have increased every year resulting in a large cash balance of $15.00 
million by fiscal year ending 2010.  Of this cash balance, $8.72 million was undesignated.  The 
primary reasons for the cash balance increase are (a) STMGID’s rate setting policy of funding 
100% of depreciation of assets for system rehabilitation costs when rehabilitation costs have 
materialized at a lesser amount, and (b) the original general obligation bonds used to fund the 
system were paid off in 2003 developer connection fees are being held for future identified 
facilities.  The current book value of STMGID’s assets is approximately $8.36 million.   
 
STMGID pays the County for operating costs.  Table 12 summarizes operating costs by supply, 
pumping, treatment, distribution, customer service, administration, and inspection services 
functions as prepared for the Local Managing Board (LMB) financial reports for fiscal years 
ending 2006 onward.  Operating costs have increased from approximately $1.30 million to 
$1.45 million over this timeframe.  STMGID’s largest costs are for pumping (electric cost) and 
administration. 
 
The County’s financial records include service provision to STMGID.  Since 2006 STMGID’s 
operations have cost approximately 12% of total County water systems operations, excluding 
Golden Valley recharge operations.  These figures also exclude depreciation. Historical 
financial information is presented in Tables 11 through 14.  Operating cost allocation by 
scenario is described below. 
 
1. Current Operations by Interlocal Agreements – Base Scenario 

Under the current interlocal agreements, STMGID pays the County for operation and 
maintenance services based on: 

 Direct cost of services and supplies 

 Standard cost for personnel based on total productive man-hours for directly charged 
staff hours, and 

 General and administrative overhead costs (office lease, office supplies, small tools, 
postage, risk management, general accounting services, and so forth) allocated based 
on total productive man-hours. 

 
In 2010 the total cost of STMGID operations was $1.48 million as determined by this 
methodology. 

 
2. County Water System – Scenario A 

If STMGID customers paid for service as if they were another County water system they would 
be responsible for about 17% of the County’s water operating costs.  Total operating costs 
charged to STMGID would have been $1.99 million in fiscal year 2010. 

 
3. Economic Model – Scenario B  

The economic model provides an alternative cost allocation approach based on cost allocation 
factors that reflect the type of effort expended on the STMGID system.   Cost allocation factors 
include these: 

 Number of water customers, 

 Potable water consumption, 
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 Productive utility worker hours, 

 Number of work orders, 

 Number of parcels (real property), and 

 STMGID share of County water allocated wages and salaries. 
 
If STMGID continued to pay for direct charges but was allocated personnel costs and general 
overhead services and supplies costs based on economic allocation factors, rather than 
productive man-hours, STMGID customers would have paid $1.70 million in fiscal year 2010. 
Tables 15 through 21 present the financial analysis supporting scenario B.      
 
4. Adjustments for Wheeling Facilities Costs and Exchanged Water Compensation – 

Scenarios Base (1) and B (1) 

Provisions in the Division of Water Service Areas interlocal agreement include (for both 
parties): 

 Section 3.1.6 and 3.2.6 wheeling facilities charges, and 

 Section 3.3.11 either (1) repay each other with water for the amount of water over and 
above that used by the other party or (2) apply a large volume resale rate for water 
over and above that used by the other party (an alternative repayment method may be 
negotiated) 

 
Sections 3.1.6 and 3.2.6 have never been executed.  Per section 3.3.11, each party has repaid 
the other with water rather than money10 and a large volume resale rate never determined. 

 

a. Wheeling Facilities Costs. Calculations of potential wheeling facilities costs are 
provided in Tables 22 through 25.  Per Sections 3.1.6 and 3.2.6 of the Division of Water 
Service Areas interlocal agreement, each party is to pay the other for maintenance of 
wheeling facilities11.  An analysis was conducted with DWR engineers to determine the 
share of STMGID facilities benefiting County customers, and vice versa.  The analysis is 
preliminary at this stage; however, it identifies greater cost, based on historical 
operations, of serving STMGID customers County water than County customers 
STMGID water.  

 
Wheeling facilities operation and maintenance costs for STMGID facilities was based on actual 
historical distribution function costs only.  For the County, costs were based on the operations 
and maintenance costs for operating the Arrowcreek and Tessa water systems.  In total, 
depreciation costs are similar for both parties.  With application of percentage of facilities used 
by the other party, costs are greater for County water assets than STMGID assets. 
 
The net impact for each fiscal year since 2006 is costs due the County for use of County 
wheeling facilities in the range of $156,000 to $197,000 per year.  This result is shown in Table 
22 attached. 

                                            
10 In 2005 the LMB voted to make such payment for separate development agreements prior to the 2006 Division 
of Water Services Areas interlocal agreement, no payment was executed. 
11 For a brief period, facilities rental was paid by the Curti Ranch II development area under a separate interlocal 
agreement. 
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b. Exchanged Water Compensation. Review of billing procedures to be used in 
conjunction with the interlocal agreement for water supply from the Mt Rose (Tessa) 
and Arrowcreek water systems, and other exchanges of water occurred in May 2005.  
The rate to be applied to exchange water was $1.76 per one thousand gallons.   The 
LMB accepted the billing procedure but it was never applied.  In September 2008, 
repayment of water owed was again discussed.  It was determined at that time the net 
balance of water owed would be trued up at the end of the calendar year.  It was 
anticipated that the water balance would be zero.  Given that water was valued the 
same, whether it was County or STMGID water, it did not make any economic sense to 
charge each other.  

 
The goal of the financial analysis was to first determine if there is price differential delivering 
water on and off-peak for both parties, and second, apply calculated rates to determine the 
fiscal impact of differential rates. Calculation of potential payment of exchanged water is 
shown in Tables 26 through 33.   
 

On and Off-peak Price Differential:  Using fiscal year 2010 data the seasonal costs for 
production and delivery of water 12 for both water systems were estimated to be: 
 
     On-Peak Off-Peak 

 County (per 1,000 gallons)     $4.37     $3.85 

 STMGID (per 1,000 gallons)     $2.47     $2.08 
 
Scenario Base (1) – current allocation: payment of water was based on the methodology 
stated in the interlocal agreement.  Under this scenario, the net impact for each fiscal year 
since 2006 is cost due the County in the range of $16,000 to $196,000.  The results vary year by 
year based on how the system was operated and total water consumed.   
 
Chart 7 illustrates the difference in water bills from 2006 to 2010 for a typical STMGID 
customer excluding and including the wheeling facilities and exchange water charges as 
summarized in Table 34.    
 
Scenario B (1) – economic allocation: HEC has calculated the cost of water to each party in a 
different manner than expressly written in the agreement.  Under an economic model, both 
parties would be concerned with capturing all costs; given there is substantial difference in the 
volume rate calculated for each party, the County would charge STMGID for all water used in 
each month, and STMGID would likewise charge the County for all water used, not the net 
water balance.  Under this scenario, the net impact for each fiscal year since 2006 is costs due 
the County in the range of $166,000 to $325,000 per year.     

 
 

                                            
12

 HEC does not represent that the calculated peak and off-peak rates are exactly the same as would have been 
calculated in a rate study for each entity; it is the difference between the rates that is of greater importance in this 
analysis. 
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Chart 7 
 

5. Private Operator – Scenario C 

Tables 35 through 38 present the financial analysis supporting scenario C.  At the furthermost 
end of the system operation (and cost allocation) spectrum STMGID would separate their 
facilities from Washoe County and supply customers STMGID water only to the greatest extent 
possible.  Under this scenario, augmented supplies may be necessary from DWR (in a pre-
TMWA merger) or TMWA (post-merger).   
 
As part of a financial analysis provided by the FCS Group for STMGID in early 2011, partial costs 
estimates were provided for such a scenario by a private water operator consultant.  The 
private operator consultant identified $1.43 million in annual costs for in-house services and 
direct costs alone.  Other items that would need to be subcontracted included accounting 
support, legal services, project engineering and drafting, infrastructure planning and 
management, water rights management, property and liability insurance, and costs for 
purchasing any necessary augmented water supply.  HEC has preliminarily estimated that 
these additional costs may total approximately $0.83 million annually.  Of the total annual 
estimated costs of $2.26 million, $2.07 million would be supported by existing customer rates.  
Project engineering and drafting, and infrastructure planning and management would be paid 
for by new customers or applicants for water service on an as-needed basis. 
 
In addition to operating costs, one-time costs to separate facilities and port customer data to 
new billing software are estimated at approximately $4.67 million.  The analysis assumes that 
these one-time costs would be paid for using the undesignated cash balance. 
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Conclusions 
 
This section summarizes the differences between the results of the financial scenarios as 
shown in supporting tables 39 through 41 and answers why STMGID customers have enjoyed 
relatively lower water bills than County water customers.    
 
Table D provides a summary of the estimated difference in revenue requirement per customer 
for each financial scenario for fiscal year 2010.  The right column shows that, all other revenue 
requirement components held constant (such as depreciation and debt service), STMGID rates 
would increase from 70% of County water rates to: 
 

 76% of 2010 County water rates by computing the adjustment charges for facilities use 
and exchanged water (Base (1) scenario), 
 

 89% of 2010 County water rates by combining County and STMGID operating costs and 
sharing amongst all customers, 

 

 78% of 2010 County water rates by using an economic cost allocation methodology, 
 

 89% of 2010 County water rates by using an economic cost allocation methodology and 
computing adjustment charges for facilities use and exchanged water (B (1) scenario), 

 

 91% of 2010 County water rates by using a private contractor. 
 
Under all of these alternative cost allocations, County water customers would pay less for 
water.  STMGID water rates would increase, but since STMGID has no debt, STMGID customer 
rates would remain lower than County rates.  STMGID customer operating costs are estimated 
to increase the most under private contractor operations.    
 

Operating Cost Allocation Scenario Current Change Total Current Change Total

Base Current Interlocal Agreement Cost Share $537 $0 $537 $764 $0 $764 70%

Base (1) Current Cost Share with Adjustments [2] $537 $46 $584 $764 ($9) $755 76%

A County Water System [1] $537 $139 $677 $764 ($28) $736 89%

B Economic Model $537 $59 $597 $764 ($12) $752 78%

B (1) Economic Model with Adjustments [2] $537 $146 $684 $764 ($29) $735 89%

C Independent Contractor  [3], [4], [5] $537 $161 $698 $764 ($12) $752 91%

Source: HEC ** Under all scenarios only the operating costs portion of revenue requirement is assumed to change** "range"

[1] Al location of County operating costs  to STMGID; no a l location of debt service; system rehabi l i tation for STMGID faci l i ties  only.

[2] Adjustments  for ca lculated wheel ing faci l i ties  charges  and water exchange charges  (unexercised sections  of exis ting interloca l  agreements).

[3] Development services  currently included in the operating contract with the County would be directly charged to appl icants .

[4] One-time costs  for system faci l i ties  separation and customer services  costs  pa id us ing exis ting cash balance.  

[5] Assumes  the County rea l izes  savings  as  identi fied by the Economic Model  cost a l location of operating expenses .

STMGID County STMGID 

Rates as % 

of County 

Rates

Revenue Requirement per Customer

Figures per Customer - Fiscal Year 2010
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